Citizen UK – Ealing
Ealing Rises Up
Briefs for Artist Filmmaker and Spoken Word/ Poet Artist
A freelance artist filmmaker and a spoken word/poet artist are sought to lead a participatory
research and creative project exploring the history of political activism by black and Asian
communities in Ealing.
The artist filmmaker and spoken word/poet artist are responsible for developing a new artwork
for outdoor public display, informed by the archival research into partner collections and coproduced with a group of ‘citizen researchers’ drawn from stakeholder communities.
We are happy to accept applications from collectives.
 Mid-March 2021- early December 2021
 Fixed fee: £4000 each.
 Closing date: Wednesday 03 February 2021 9am

Project
Investigating the history of political activism by migrant communities, namely British African, British
Caribbean and British Asian communities and their work in twentieth century Ealing. This project
begins with John Alexander Barbour-James in the 1920s and 1930s. The project scope covers other
landmark groups and events, such as the Indian Workers’ Association, Southall Black Sisters, the
Southall Youth Movement, the L’Bogle Ouverture bookshop, campaigns including anti-bussing in the
1970s along with other anti-racism activism.
An exhibition of the work will be displayed online and in the public realm. You will work with a group
of citizen researchers recruited from the Ealing community to draw on resources from Ealing Local
History Centre, Gunnersbury Park Museum, the National Portrait Gallery as well as those held
privately.
Guiding and shaping the project are a steering group comprised of local community stakeholders.
A partnership between Ealing Library Services and the National Portrait Gallery (NPG), Ealing Rises
Up is one of four projects that forms the NPG’s offsite programme; Citizen UK, during its temporary
closure to transform the gallery. Citizen UK is an exciting research and creative engagement project
involving the NPG, borough archive services, local communities and contemporary artists. It is
funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund.

Brief to artist(s)
The approach is designed to foreground the ways in which history and storytelling can shape a
community’s sense of belonging, consolidate shared experiences and lay seeds of creative
inspiration. The artist filmmaker, spoken word artist and citizen researchers will engage with archival
and representational imagery and personal testimony from British African, British Caribbean and
British Asian activist communities relating to the period and events in question, ensuring the
collective response to the histories encountered informs the final artwork.

A co-produced approach between the artist, citizen researchers and the two partner institutions is
essential for the project to succeed.
We expect the two artists to utilise visual imagery and language from within the archive and
collections and explore how these creative forms can be used to tell community stories.
The impact of Covid-19 has determined a need for flexibility. Remote engagement is important as
access to physical spaces to meet is not currently possible, but this may change during the duration
of the project. However the project team are ready to support and work with the appointed artist to
support new ways of working. Final artwork to be produced will be on external public display in a
location within Ealing to be decided jointly with stakeholders and feature on the NPG website.

Responsible for:
Creation of physical and online exhibition to be co-produced with citizen researchers
Proposals are invited from artists who meet many or all of the following criteria:













A participatory, socially-engaged creative practice in filmmaking or spoken word/poetry.
Personal cultural heritage which is British African, British Caribbean OR British South Asian or
British East Asian OR at the intersections of working class, migrant and/or refugee lived
experience.
A connection with, or experience of living in Ealing.
Strong group facilitation and workshop leadership skills.
Expertise in interviewing and collating oral histories.
Knowledge of the processes involved in basic archival research (e.g. experience of using
heritage collections unavailable on the internet).
Enjoys the co-creation process and collaborative working.
Experience of commissions from museums/galleries/archives/libraries, or delivering project
outcomes for comparable client organisations.
Excellent interpersonal communication skills.
A visual creative practice which encompasses storytelling and an understanding of
representation of identity (e.g. portraiture).
Confident delivering online or remote workshops and using online platforms and
technologies.

The filmmaker artist and spoken word/poet artist will deliver:





o
o
o

The creation of new artwork produced in collaboration with the citizen researchers for
public display. (NB due to the pandemic this will be an outdoor installation.)
To lead a group 36 participants (“citizen researchers”) in a collaborative research process
informing the final artwork. This could be as two separate groups focusing on language and
visuals. (We may need to reduce the number of citizen researchers to account for online
engagement)
To lead group workshops with the citizen researchers as follows: (NB due to the pandemic it
is expected workshops will take place online, though site visits or guided walks may be
possible subject to risk assessment.)
1 research workshop using the NPG collection, supported by NPG curatorial staff. (2 hours)
3 research workshop using the Ealing collection, supported by Ealing staff. (2 hours)
4 creative workshops to produce the final artwork (8 hours)

o






Other group sessions as needed, e.g. offsite/outdoor visits, or accessing additional
collections (allowance of 4 additional hours)
Work closely with the appointed filmmaker/ spoken word artist.
Attend at least one steering group meeting during the delivery phase (1 hour).
Participate in media interviews and provide content for marketing as needed.
Participate in evaluation activities as required by the clients and funder.
Produce multimedia content for websites and social media that reveal the progress of the
project.

The filmmaker artist and spoken word/poet artist will have the following responsibilities:












To develop a plan for group participation and a concept for the final artwork which meets
the project aims and will appeal to the citizen researchers.
To have oversight of the group’s research process and findings. (NB collections workshops
will be co-facilitated with a specialist from the partner institution.)
To ensure that the project activities and outcomes incorporate the group’s critical
engagement with collections. Including the power of such collections to convey nuanced
personal, collective and national histories as well as the sometimes problematic aspects of
their creation.
To develop and produce the final artwork from concept to installation, ensuring high
production values are met and the citizen researchers’ voice and integrity is maintained.
To work with Ealing and NPG staff on any interpretation materials for the external display
that are required.
To ensure all relevant project activities are recorded and edited appropriately.
Seek to create and maintain a safe space in workshop sessions so that the participants feel
secure and confident to share their reflections and emotional response.
Enable the citizen researchers to select themes, topics, and/or collections items which with
their agreement will feature in the final artwork or digital legacy.
To work within the agreed budget and retain receipts of all expenditure, ensuring any
expense reimbursements follow procedure.
To ensure the agreed timescale for deliverables is met.

Budget
There is a budget of £4,000 for the filmmaker fee and £4,000 for the spoken word/poet artist fee.
This will be payable in two instalments on a schedule to be agreed with the appointed artist.
There is additional budget for the final artwork’s production and installation costs. This may include
(for example) materials, fabrication, printing, equipment rental, etc.
The commissioned artist will be required to have in place (by the time of contract start date):



Registered with HMRC (you will be asked to provide recent evidence of tax status)
Public liability insurance

Recruitment process
Please send your application via email to OatesJ@ealing.gov.uk & estone@npg.org.uk by the closing
date of 9:00 on Wednesday 03 February 2021. It should include the following 4 elements:







A personal statement which explains why you want to be considered for this project. This
could be written or recorded. What interests you about the opportunity to explore migrant
community activism in Ealing? How might your creative practice be utilised in this context?
Your CV or portfolio
A short case study outlining your previous participatory work with a community group
Contact details for a referee from a participatory project you were involved with.

We are committed to the employment and development of disabled people. We guarantee to
interview anyone with a disability whose application meets the minimum criteria for this post. To be
invited to interview/assessment, you must show in your supporting statement that you meet the
minimum criteria for the role, across all essential criteria. If you tell us that you have a disability we
can make reasonable adjustments at interview, and, if you join us, to your work arrangements.
================================================
Interviews will take place online via Zoom or Teams on 18th or 19th February 2021.
The interview panel will include staff from Ealing Local History Centre:
 Jonathan Oates, Archivist
The National Portrait Gallery:
 Emily Stone, Participation Manager
 Claudia Da Lanca, Skills and Knowledge Exchange Manager
================================================

Project context and background
Who are we?
This is a new partnership formed by the NPG and Ealing Local History Centre. A steering group of
stakeholders of black and Asian community heritage and local arts and heritage spaces has been
formed who will work with the project team and artists to provide support, guidance and also act as
a ‘critical friend’. This oversight is intended to ensure that activities and outcomes are reflective of
and valuable to Ealing residents.

What do we want to do?
Using a co-production framework, people of British African/ British Caribbean/ British South Asian/
British East Asian heritage will be recruited to research Ealing based activists and activist
movements. The artists will guide the group to conceptualise and develop a film and spoken word
piece for public display which will represent and commemorate the activist movements originating
from black and Asian communities in Ealing.
The aim of the initial research phase is to deepen collective and personal understanding of activist
movements, events and significant individuals and the impact of their activism both locally and
nationally. Relevant materials from the collections of both partner organisations will be explored by
the group and artists, with scope for additional material such as oral histories to be included.
Themes which may be evoked by the subject matter include; identity, trauma, conflict, migration,
belonging, place, protest and activism. The partners’ and other stakeholders’ local networks will
publicise the opportunity to become a ‘citizen researcher’ during February/ March 2021. Individuals

will be asked to commit to attending all of the planned workshops. The ambition is to recruit approx.
20 local people and it may be possible to divide the participants into smaller groups, taking on
different roles (e.g. research/ creative).

About the partners
Ealing Rises Up is part of Citizen UK, one of the NPG’s offsite public engagement programmes
running during Inspiring People, its closure to transform the galleries. Funded by the National
Lottery Heritage Fund, the project outcomes will be represented within the central London gallery
when it reopens in 2023. NPG also seeks to acquire new collections to represent the UK’s diverse
heritage which emerge or result from Citizen UK’s local partnerships.
Ealing Local Heritage Centre is part of Ealing Council and holds archive material related to the
borough of Ealing and to the communities that live and work within it. A vast range of collections are
held including photography, maps, archives, pamphlets, artwork, books, and much more.

Supported by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, Art Fund and Garfield Weston Art Fund.

